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THE TIME CAPSULE

Directed by: Erwann Marshall
Written by: Chad Fifer & Erwann Marshall
Produced by: Amanda Marshall
THE TIME CAPSULE
Runtime: 105 minutes

SYNOPSIS
In the near future, a jaded politician fresh off an electoral loss escapes with his controlling wife to the Southern lake house where he spent summers as a teen. Their vacation is disrupted by the appearance of his first love, who has just returned from a 20-year space voyage and hasn’t aged a day.

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
THE TIME CAPSULE is a movie set in the future, but it’s not about the future.

I grew up a nomad. My father’s job kept us on the move. By the time I turned 18, I’d attended 10 schools in four different countries, never staying anywhere for more than two years. Growing up, change was the only constant for me. I was a kid whose life was littered with countless “what ifs” – somebody who never got to live out any particular timeline, but who jumped in and out of others’ lives, always wondering: What if I had stayed in that particular school? Never moved from that town? Hadn’t been forced to break up with that girl?

THE TIME CAPSULE is a movie about how we all grapple with these questions about the past. Specifically, it asks if true love exists – “true” in the sense that it cannot be affected by time and distance.

In the tradition of THE TWILIGHT ZONE, this film uses an extraordinary circumstance to highlight and explore the human condition. Just when he is uncertain about his future, our protagonist literally faces a lost love from his past and is given the opportunity to answer the film’s thematic question. For me, the answer to that question is the romantic and hopeful one. It’s the feeling I recognize every time my wife returns from a work trip, every time my children grow another inch.

THE TIME CAPSULE explores two individuals as they come to realize that their love is indeed timeless regardless of where they are in time.

CREW BIOGRAPHIES

ERWANN MARSHALL (Director and Co-Writer) Erwann Marshall is a Film Independent Directing Lab fellow and was also selected to the 2015 Young & Hungry List. Half-French/half-American, he grew up traveling the world, living all over Europe, across the United-States and Northwest Africa. This multicultural upbringing instilled his desire to become a visual storyteller. A graduate of NYU’s film program, his short films have played
festivals across the country. THE TIME CAPSULE is his feature directorial debut, which he also co-wrote.

**CHAD FIFER (Co-Writer)** Chad Fifer is best known as the co-host of The H.P. Lovecraft Literary Podcast, a long-running weird fiction show that features recurring guest scholars such as comedian Patton Oswalt. He is the co-writer of the graphic novel Deadbeats as well as many other genre comics and anthologized stories. A former teacher, he is the author of the coming-of-age novel Children in Heat as well as the writer and co-star of the animated film The Chosen One with Tim Curry. Most importantly, he is the middle-aged synth player for the Halloween punk band Pitch Black Manor.

**ED HERRERA (Cinematographer)** Ed Herrera is a first-generation American of Colombian descent. Ed grew up in New York and went on to study the art of cinematography at the School of Visual Arts. Ed has served as cinematographer on four feature length narrative films, three feature length documentaries, and well over 20 short films. His work has premiered at festivals such as Sundance, Cannes, NYFF, Tribeca and many more.

**AMANDA MARSHALL (Producer)** Amanda Marshall is President of Cold Iron Pictures where she nurtures, develops and produces independent films with up-and-coming filmmakers. Notable recent credits include Mike Birbiglia’s DON'T THINK TWICE; A24’s SWISS ARMY MAN, starring Paul Dano and Daniel Radcliffe, for which she was nominated for a Spirit Award for Best First Feature; UNTITLED AMAZING JONATHAN DOCUMENTARY which premiered at the 2019 Sundance Film Festival and was acquired by Hulu. She also executive produced Marielle Heller’s Spirit Award-winning THE DIARY OF A TEENAGE GIRL.

Most recently she produced the Film Independent lab project THE TIME CAPSULE and GOD’S COUNTRY, starring Thandiwe Newton, which will be premiering at the 2022 Sundance Film Festival. She is currently in post on the independent television show UNCONVENTIONAL created by Kit Williamson as well as the documentary SPLIT BY THE ROOT. Marshall is a mentor for both the Sundance Institute and Film Independent, a member of the PGA and The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, and an At-Large member on the Executive Committee for the Producers Union.

**MICHAEL LANDIER (Executive Producer)** Michael Landier is the executive producer of The Time Capsule and the founder of Landier Entertainment. Michael founded Landier Entertainment with the ambition to develop and produce exceptional indie films. The Time Capsule is Landier Entertainment’s debut feature film.

**VES D’ELIA (Executive Producer)** Ves D’Elia has a wide range of experience producing and directing for TV and film in both scripted and unscripted formats. He’s worked as the
showrunner and director of the series WELL DONE WITH SEBASTIAN MANISCALCO for Discovery Plus; series director and co-exec producer of HISTORY OF SWEAR WORDS starring Nicolas Cage for Netflix; co-exec producer and 2nd unit director of the scripted series BROCKMIRE starring Hank Azaria and Amanda Peet; and he won an Emmy Award for producing 600 episodes of nightly comedic television for @MIDNIGHT WITH CHRIS HARDWICK.

MICHAEL KLEIN (Executive Producer) Michael Klein is a talent manager and producer who joined Magnolia Entertainment last April to help run the literary division. Before joining, he operated his own management/production company for over a decade. He manages filmmakers from across the globe who work in both film and television. Clients have written and directed for Netflix, Amazon, Hulu, Disney, Apple, Sony, Fox, Warner Brothers, Paramount, Universal, to name a few. On the production side, Klein has produced films for Lionsgate, and is currently developing films alongside 87 North and Blumhouse.

CAST BIOGRAPHIES

TODD GRINNELL (Jack) Todd Grinnell currently stars as “Dr. Miles Murphy” on the new Amazon series With Love, set to air December of 2021. Previously, he had the privilege of recreating the iconic role of “Schneider” on the critically acclaimed reboot of Norman Lear’s classic One Day At A Time. Grinnell most recently wrapped production on the independent features The Time Capsule and Paradise Cove. He has appeared in numerous programs on the small screen; some favorites include: Grace and Frankie, It’s Always Sunny In Philadelphia, The Young Pope, How I Met Your Mother, Revenge and Desperate Housewives. Grinnell is also the co-founder of This Saves Lives, a one-for-one company that provides nutrition to children in need for every gourmet granola bar sold. This Saves Lives can be found nationwide at Starbucks and wherever bars are sold.

BRIANNA HILDEBRAND (Elise) Brianna recently wrapped production on Season 6 of LUCIFER as a one-year series regular. Currently, she can be seen starring as the lead role of ‘Elodie’ in the Netflix series TRINKETS. Brianna starred in the Fox feature films DEADPOOL and DEADPOOL 2, with the former breaking the record for the highest opening R-rated film in history. The film was #1 at the box office 3 weekends in a row and generated over $800 million dollars worldwide. She can also be seen in the independent feature FIRST GIRL I LOVED written and directed by Karem Sanga, which won the Audience Award in the Next Category at the Sundance Film Festival in 2016.

Brianna also starred in the dark comedy TRAGEDY GIRLS opposite Craig Robinson and Alex Shipp and can be seen on television starring in the second season of THE EXORCIST on Fox. Additionally, she’s a very talented guitar player, singer, and songwriter.
She can most recently be seen in William J. Coakley’s feature film RUNT and Paramount Players’ PLAYING WITH FIRE starring opposite John Cena and Keegan-Michael Key.

**KADEE STRICKLAND (Maggie)** KaDee Strickland was the female lead of Hulu’s drama series SHUT EYE opposite Jeffrey Donovan. Best known for her role as “Dr. Charlotte King” in Shonda Rhimes’ long-running medical drama PRIVATE PRACTICE, she earned a 2011 PRISM Award for “Best Female Performance in a Drama Series” for her powerful performance as a victim of sexual assault. She also starred on SECRETS AND LIES with Ryan Phillippe and David E. Kelley’s THE WEDDING BELLS.

Most recently, Strickland starred opposite Nicolas Cage in the independent film GRAND ISLE. Previous film credits include the hit horror film THE GRUDGE; Tyler Perry’s THE FAMILY THAT PREYS; THE FLOCK with Richard Gere; FEVER PITCH with Drew Barrymore; SOMETHING’S GOTTA GIVE; THE SIXTH SENSE; GIRL, INTERRUPTED; and Ridley Scott’s AMERICAN GANGSTER opposite Russell Crowe.
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Written and Performed by John Van Tongeren  
Courtesy of Tongerland Music
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Performed by Zach Willard Band
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This project was completed with assistance from the Georgia Film, Music & Digital Entertainment Office, a division of the Georgia Department of Economic Development.
The characters and incidents portrayed and the names used herein are fictitious, and any similarity to the name, character or history of any person or entity is entirely coincidental and unintentional.
Ownership of this motion picture is protected by copyright and other applicable laws of the United States of America and other countries.
Any unauthorized duplication, distribution, or exhibition of this motion picture (including soundtrack) is prohibited and could result in criminal prosecutions well as civil liability.
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